RIDE HARD NWFL

POSITION DESCRIPTIONS

ENTERTAINMENT SPECIALIST

RIDE HARD NWFL ENTERTAINMENT SPECIALISTS are responsible for

keeping our guests happy! You are expected to be energetic and
friendly to ALL customers, engaging the customers when they are near
and encouraging them to play/ride in a friendly manner. Describe the
attractions and help guests to understand the rules of rides/games. Do
your best to make the attraction something kids and families will want
to enjoy and will want to keep coming back! You must be attentive at
all times for guest safety and enjoyment. Entertainment Specialists
may be responsible for setting up and keeping track of game play
(including game pieces such as balls, rings, bean bags) and keeping
your area clean; operating mechanical bull rides; keeping children safe
in the bounce houses; be responsible for Fun Time Game tickets and
other attraction payments. RIDE HARD NWFL is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.

OFFICE PERSONNEL

RIDE HARD NWFL OFFICE PERSONNEL positions are responsible for
keeping RIDE HARD NWFL running smoothly. You must contact

advertising
sources
for
upcoming
events
regarding
vendor
requirements, information and locations and assist in marketing
designs. You are in charge of inventory control for equipment and
supplies. You must serve in a Human Resources capacity and be able
to update employee files and forms. You are required to handle and
process all RIDE HARD forms of payments, both incoming and
outgoing, plus employee scheduling, training, and payroll service and
accounting reporting. Office Personnel are responsible for customer
database of competition participants and winners. You are responsible
for all sales including gift certificates, Fun Time Games ticket sales
and prize exchange, plus private party service scheduling and payment
processing. You are responsible for website and social media updates
and video uploads to our YouTube channel. You are also responsible
for maintaining constant surveillance of all RIDE HARD areas and
property. RIDE HARD NWFL is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL POSITIONS:








BE ABLE TO COMMIT TO RIDE HARD NWFL 100%
BE HIGHLY MOTIVATED
POSSESS GOOD MORAL STANDARDS
BE ABLE TO FREQUENTLY STAND, BEND, SQUAT, AND REACH
BE ABLE TO TOLERATE FLASHING LIGHTS AND LOUD NOISES
BE ABLE TO LIFT UP TO 20 POUNDS
AGREE TO WORK WHEN SCHEDULED

